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ABSTRACT
SBASE (http://www.icgeb.trieste.it/sbase) is an online
resource of protein domain sequences designed to
facilitate detection of domain homologies based on a
simple database search. The ninth release of the
SBASE library of protein domain sequences contains
320 000 annotated structural, functional, ligand-binding
and topogenic segments of proteins clustered into
over 3481 domain groups and 483 protein families.
Domain identification and functional prediction are
based on a comparison of BLAST search outputs
with a knowledge base of within-group (‘self’) and
out-of-group (‘non-self’) similarities of the known
domain groups. This is a memory-based approach
wherein class-specific similarity functions are automatically learned from the database [Stanfill,C. and
Waltz,D. (1986) Commun. ACM, 29, 1213–1228].
INTRODUCTION
SBASE is an online resource of protein domain sequences
designed to facilitate detection of domain homologies based on
simple database search (1,2). The central concept of the database is the ‘similarity group’, i.e. a group of domain sequences
that have significant (e.g. P < 1) BLAST similarities to each
other (3). A database versus database comparison is used to
build a knowledge base of sequence similarities, and the
‘neighborhood’ of each group is represented in terms of ‘selfsimilarities’ (between members of the group) as well as ‘non-self
similarities’ (between members and non-members; an example
is shown in Fig. 1). The cumulative frequency distributions are
used as a statistical description of the similarity group (3).
When a sequence is compared with the domain database, the
parameters shown in the inset of Figure 1 are computed and
compared with the precomputed values of the similarity groups.
The comparison is carried out either using a straightforward
nearest neighbor approach (3), by calculating a probabilistic
score (4) or by feed forward neural networks (5). In this
approach, the proteins are no longer represented by the
sequence, but rather by their similarities to a reference database.
We termed the present method a memory-based approach
because its principles are analogous to the memory-based

learning paradigm described by Stanfill and Waltz (6). Clearly,
the number of similarities to the group, the average of group
similarities and the probabilistic score can be regarded as
class-specific similarity (distance) functions that have parameters (thresholds, frequency distributions) which are automatically learned from the database. Secondly, the reference
database (SBASE) and the similarity knowledge base (group
statistics) can in fact be considered as the memory of the
system. This is an exemplar-based description of the sequence
similarity groups, which is thus different from the conventional,
consensus descriptions (see 7 for a review), which are prototypebased representations.
The main developments with respect to the previous release
(release 8.0) can be summarized as follows:
1. Release 9.0 contains over 320 000 sequence entries, 11%
more than release 8.0. The entries are now separated into
two large groups, DOMAIN and PROTEIN FAMILY. The
latter are indicated by the word FAMILY in the standard
name (SN) line of the records.
2. The statistical description of the domain groups is now
available via the web server (example shown in Fig. 1). The
layout of the web server has changed.
3. A relational database architecture (SQL) is now used for
producing and maintaining the data. This makes it possible
to keep permanent accession codes and, for the servers, to
process BLAST searches and statistics more rapidly.
4. The domain prediction system has been complemented
with a new, faster boundary prediction scheme that has a
graphic output.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
The current release 9.0 of SBASE contains 320 000 protein
segments consistently named by structure, function, biased
composition, binding-specificity and/or similarity to other
proteins. 1966 validated domain groups and 481 validated
protein family groups are deposited in SBASE-A (157 000
records). SBASE-B contains 1520 further groups that are
either (i) less well characterized than the groups of SBASE-A
or (ii) are defined by composition (e.g. glycine-rich) or cellular
location (e.g. transmembrane, etc.). These groups are sometimes
defined in an overlapping manner, e.g. an extracellular domain
(SBASE-B) may contain an EGF-module (SBASE-A).
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Figure 1. An example of a domain sequence neighborhood (Trypsin-like domains). Each domain corresponds to one dot in the figure. NSD, number of similarities
to the group (i.e. to trypsin domains); AVS, average of group similarities. The members of the group (‘self’) are shown as circles and domains that are not members
but still have a significant (P < 1) similarity with the group (‘non-self’) are shown as triangles. (Inset) Schematic representation of the statistical parameters
NSD
P NSD
( NSD ) and P NSD
(•) and P NSD
p
nfp (•). Values of P p
nf p ( NSD ) are simply read out from the precomputed empirical distributions. A similar procedure is followed
for the AVS scores. The resulting six values are combined to calculate a probabilistic score (4) or used as the input parameters of artificial neural networks (5).

Source and origin of data, cross-references and record
structure are essentially the same as in the previous release.
The boundaries of the domains are determined by homology to
domains with known boundaries, such as given in the PROT-FAM
(8), Pfam (9) and the INTERPRO resource (10), as well as in
the original publications.
Distribution
SBASE 9.0 (October 23, 2001) is distributed by anonymous
FTP file transfer from ftp://ftp.icgeb.trieste.it.
BLAST search by World Wide Web server
SBASE 9.0 can be searched by the BLAST program using the
World Wide Web servers http://www.icgeb.trieste.it/sbase and
http://www.abc.hu/. The services include, among others,
regular expression searches and multiple alignments.
Citation
Users of SBASE and of web servers are asked to cite this
article in their publications. The following citation format is
suggested: ‘The sequence homologies were analyzed
searching the SBASE protein domain sequence library release
9.0 via automated electronic mail (World Wide Web) server’.
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